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LETTERS OF TRANSMITTAL
10, 1964.

To the Members of the Joint Ecowyimic
Transmitted herewith for use in connection with prospective hear-

ings by the Subcommittee on Economic Statistics is a study prepared
by the Wealth Inventory Planning Study of The George Washington
University under a grant from the Ford Foundation entitled "Meas-
uring the Nation's WeaJth."

The Subcommittee on Economic Statistics plans to hold hearings
next spring on the improvement of wealth data, primarily based on
this study. The principal witnesses will be those who prepared the
materials and other experts who will give their appraisal of the find-
ings contained in the study. These materials do not necessarily reflect
the views of the committee or any of its members.

Faithfully,
H. DOUGLAS,

DECEMBER 9, 1964.
I-Ion. PAUL H. DOUGLAS,
Chairina.n, Joint Eeono'imic Co'm,m,ittee,
U.S Congress, Washington, D.C.

DEAR Mit. CHAIRMAN: As you know, the Subcommittee on Economic
Statistics and other members of the Joint Economic Committee have
in the past expressed considerable interest in the development of im-
proved data on the wealth of the United States, both for some bench-
mark period and on a continuing yearly estimate basis. This was
brought out particularly in when the Subcommittee on Economic
Statistics held hearings on the measurement of productive capacity.

In June of this year, a report was released by the Wealth Inven-
tory Planning Study, established by The George Washington
versity in February 1963 under a grant from the Ford Foundation.
This report contains recommendations for the expansion of wealth
data collection by Federal statistical agencies as a basis for continuing
balance sheet and wealth estimates to supplement the national income
and product accounts. Briefly stated, its purpose has been to explore
the problems and possibilities of a meaningful national inventory of
wealth and to develop guidelines for the collection of the requisite
data and preparation of finished estimates.

This study "Measuring the Nation's Wealth" has been presented by
the Conference on Research in Income and Wealth to the Subcommittee
on Economic Statistics for consideration in connection with hearings

subcommittee plans to hold in the spring of 1965. The In-"
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ventory Planthng Study group has kindly granted the committee per-
mission to have a limited number of copies printed for the use of
members of the committee, prospective witnesses, and the press
preparatory to the hearings.

I am pleased to transmit this volume to the Joint Economic Commit-
tee as a background document for the subcommittee's hearings on the
improvement of wealth data and estimates.

Sincerely,
WIlLIAM

Chaimnan, Sub on StatiBtics.

NOVEMBER 20, 1964.
Senator PROXMIRE,

Subc oinmit bee on Economic Statistics, Joint Economic
Committee, Con gress of the United States, Wa8hington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR The Wealth Inventory Planning Study
of The George Washington University has transmitted to us its report
"Measuring the Nation's Wealth" for possible inclusion in the series
of Studies in Income and Wealth.

The purpose of the Conference on Research in Income and Wealth
has been to promote the development of inëome and wealth statistics,
or, more broadly, national economic accounts, and their use in economic
analysis. The Wealth Study report is directed precisely to these ob-
jectives, and it has seemed ftppropriate to the executive committee that
the report of the Wealth Inventory Planning Study be published as
one of the series of Studies in Income and Wealth.

Several previous volumes in the Studies in Income and Wealth series
have been devoted in whole or in part to balance sheet and wealth
estimation. But the Wealth Study report represents the most compre-
hensive review to date of the state of knowledge in this important and
relatively underdeveloped area of the national accounts. We are
pleased that the National Bureau of Economic Research has accepted
our recommendation to distribute it as part of the Studies in Income
and Wealth series so that it may be more generally and permanently
available to scholars in this field.

Before the Wealth Study organization disbanded in June 1964,
upon completion of its report, they mentioned to us your possible in-
terest in holding hearings on the subject in 1965. At the request of its
staff and Advisory Committee, we take pleasure in transmitting to you,
with our commendation, the report of the Wealth Inventory Planning
Study.

If it is the pleasure of your subcommittee to print the report as back-
ground for subsequent hearings, we should be pleased to receive per-
mission to order additional copies of the print for distribution to our
members and to make it more widely available generally as one of the
Studies in Income and Wealth as mentioned above.

In conclusion, we should to commend the staff, Advisory Com-
mittee, and the many contributors to "Measuring the Nation's Wealth"
for their part in advancing the state of this branch of economic sta-
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tistics. No one can read the report; without
substantial improvements in wealth estimates,
uses to which improved estimates may be put.

Sincerely yours,
DANIEL H. BRELL
RICHARD A. EASTERLIN
SIMoN A. GOLDBERG
MORRIS B. GOLDMAN
F. THOMAS JUSTER
JOHN W. KENDRICK
ROBERT J. LAMPMAN
CHARLES L. SOHULTZE
TIBOR SCITOVSK'Y
MILDRED E. COURTNEY,

of the Ecz,ecv,tive Coinim,ittee of the
Research in Zncoin,e Wealth.

realizing the
and the wide

need for
range of

Secretary,
Conference on
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FOREWORD BY THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE TO THE
WEALTH INVENTORY PLANNING STUDY'

Significant improvement and expansion of information relating to
the wealth of the United States are both desirable and. feasible.
Firmly based wealth estimates, developed within a consistent frame-
work and in reasonable detail, would enhance our ability to relate capi-
tal formation to economic growth, to project future production pos-
sibilities, and to analyze the demand for capital goods. We base these
and our ither broad conclusions below on the investigations of the
Wealth Inventory Planning Study, which we have served in an ad-
visory capacity over the past year.

In view of the major role of capital in nearly every facet of the
economy it is not surprising that potential uses of comprehensive esti-
mates of the Nation's capital stock are many and important, as enu-
merated in chapter 2 of the staff report. A principal purpose of ob-
taining information on wealth is to achieve a better understanding of
the relationships between capital and output. While Government
statistical agencies have made great progress in securing information
on the supply and use of labor, they have made much less progress in
providing information on the capital and land which are combined
with labor to produce goods and services. The proposed wealth in-
formation would help to answer questions such as these: How is the
capital stock related to a given of output? How large a per-
centage addition to the capital stock would be needed to raise the out-
put by, say, 10 percent? How much investment would it take to
increase the capital stock by any given percentage? How do these re-
lations change over time? What is the age distribution of capital
goods, and what implications does it have for their productivity?

We need better answers to these questions, both for the economy as a
whole and for the different industries and sectors. With such knowl-
edge our understanding of the underlying costs and efficiencies of our
economy would be advanced. Ultimately we may hope to improve the
analytical basis for comparisons in this area between the United
States and other countries of the world.

Capital goods are important not only as a factor of production but
also as a component of the current output of the economy. Demand
for capital goods fluctuates widely. Additipnal data on the value and
composition of the stock of capital goods, its utilization, and its age
distribution would assist in studies of the demand for equipment,
structures and related investment, and provide analyses of value both
for business decisions and public policies.

A fuller knowledge of the allocation of our capital resources to
different uses would enhance understanding of structural changes in
our economy. How is capital alLocated among industries, and what is

The views expressed are those of the Advisory Committee members and do not necessarily
represent the views of the organizations with which they are affiliated.
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the relation of this allocation to productivity and rates of returns?
To what extent has capital accumulated outside the business sector—
in governments, households, and nonprofit institutions? What are
the value and location of taxable and tax-exempt property Greater
knowledge of the location of our structures and equipment would add
an important dimension to regional analysis.

Maj or movements of capital abroad and movements from abroad
into this country play a significant role in the Nation's balance of
payments. Improvements of our data on the extent of such invest-
ments is of strategic value in enhancing our analysis of a particularly
difficult problem of our economy.

A complete view of capital formation and a full use of data on
wealth require national and sector balance sheets that combine finan-
cial data and estimates of tangible wealth on a consistent basis. These
would enrich the study of capital markets and assist in the evaluation
and formulation of monetary and fiscal policies.

Whether and how well these potential uses will be served depends
upon the resources that can be devoted to the and processing
of data, and upon the ingenuity that can be brought to the solution
of some difficult statistical and conceptual problems.

The staff report discusses both tangible assets. and financial assets
and liabilities. Data for both are important, need improvement, and
can and should be improved. The Advisory Committee agrees with
the staff report that present information concerning tangibles—
structures, equipment, land, inventories, and the like—is on the whole
less satisfactory than data for financial items and deserves priority.
in the collection of additional data.

The Advisory Committee believes that the time is now at hand to
initiate the planning and, testing within the Federal statistical estab-
lishment that must precede an expansion of wealth data collection..
Since the Office of Statistical Standards, Bureau of the Budget, has.
the responsibility for planning and coordinating Federal statistical
programs, we urge it to move ahead vigorously in this field.

Neither the staff nor the Advisory Committee envisage a one-time
census of wealth. Rather, the procedure suggested is to tie in
collection of wealth data with existing Federal programs. This pro-
cedure promises greater efficiency and economy than a comprehensive
one-time survey. Given the reporting cycle followed by the Census.
Bureau, all industries could be covered over a 5-year period if it in-
cludes the year 1970, since the censuses of population and housing
are taken decennially, while the industry censuses are taken quinquen-
nially. Most of the noncensus reporting programs identified by the.
staff report are annual and could be fitted into the census cycle, as
could surveys of industries not covered by existing programs. If the.
5-year period for benchthark data collection is to include the 1970
decennial census, the necessary advanced planning, coordination, con-.
sultation, and testing must be initiated promptly.

The proposed procedure implies that the most detailed and accurate
data would refer to different years in different sectors of the economy..
However, these basic data, together with collateral or sample infor-
mation, would be used to develop comprehensive and consistent,.
though less detailed, fOr a single benchmark year, perhaps
1970.. The benchmark year estimates, in turn, would be éxtend&l
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annually, with periodic adjustment to new basic data as they become
available for particular sectors. The annual series would also
deflated to provide estimates of the value of tangible assets in constant
prices.

We wish to make it clear that respondents to census and other in-j
quiries usually neither should nor would be expected to provide infor—
mation in such a form that it could be directly incorporated into
aggregate estimates. The burden of transforming reported data into
a consistent and significant whole would rest upon the responsible
Federal statistical agencies. Questions to respondents should, of
course, be framed to provide information in the form most useful
to the estimating agencies, but only within the limits of what respond-
ents can reasonably provide.

We can illustrate this point by reference to the valuation of tangible
assets. Wealth estimates should be made in terms of current values
that are approximations to market values and in terms of constant
dollars. This is necessary both for valid comparisons among sectors
and for consistency with gross national product valuations. Current
value estimates for certain important types of tangible assets, partic-
ularly houses, can be and already are obtained from respondents. But
in most cases the basic obligation of respondents would be only to re-
port on a book-value basis, since too few could accurately report the
current values of their tangibles. The estimating agency would then
have the responsibility of processing these data and revaluing them.
The revaluation would be carried out by use of price indexes and other
associated and collateral data obtained through special studies and,
where necessary and possible, from small samples of respondents.

Plans for, improving collateral information such as prices and serv-
ice lives of capital goods should proceed along with plans for the col-
lection of tangible-asset data as such.

The general approach described here for relating data collection to
estimation, and for use of benchmark data in continuing series, is
similar to that followed in the compilation of other aggreoate economic
series, such as industrial production, gross national the flow
of funds, or the balance of payments.

Proposals for collection of additional financial data to permit im-
provement and expansion of the financial as well as the real com-
ponents of national and sectoral balance sheets merit careful attention.
The suggestions of the Wealth Study staff and the Working Group on
Nonfarm Business Financial Claims with respect not only to the col-
lection of data but also to valuation and to the sector and item struc-
ture of balance sheets furnish a constructive point of departure for
further progress.

The general guidelines developed in the report (see particularly
the summary m ch. 12) provide a necessary background for the formu-
lation of consistent data-collection plans, and for the subsequent prep-
aration of wealth estimates. The Advisory Committee has not itself
tried to formulate a position with respect to the detailed conclusions
of the staff report as summarized in chapter 12, nor to the recom-
mendations of the 14 sector working groups. We do recommend the
entire Wealth Study report for serious consideration by all those per-
sons, both in and out of the Federal Government who are interested in
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improving economic statistics. This report should serve as a most
helpful basis for further discussion within the statistical agencies in
planning for the improvement of wealth estimates. We believe the re-
port also contains much that will be of value to scholars concerned with
these problems.

During the 15 months devoted to the Wealth Inventory Planning
Study, the Advisory Committee has met as a group four times. We
have advised with the staff on its general plan of operation, and on the
major conceptual, statistical, and procedural problems that are in-
volved in improving and expanding national wealth estimates by in-
dustry, and national balance sheets by sector.

We wish to congratulate the project staff, particularly its director,
John W. Kendrick, and the senior staff members, David J. Hyams
and Joel Popkin. Theirs was a yeoman's task, and this full and
constructive report bears witness to the high order of their imagina-
tion and professional competence. The still more detailed working
group reports form an invaluable reference source. They reflect
the good will and hard work of some 150 experts. They are also a
tribute to the administrative ability and the strong powers of per-
suasion of the project staff. All users of na.ti.onal. accounts now and
in the future owe the project staff and the working group panelists
a large debt of gratitude. is also due The George Wash-
ington University for sponsoring the project and for releasing Pro-
fessor Kendrick to direct it. The project owes a particular debt to
President Thomas H. Carroll, who maintained an active interest
throughout. And, without the financial backing of the Ford Founda-
tion, the project would not have been possible.

In conclusion, the Advisory Conirnittee again urges that within
the Federal statistical establishment a prompt start be made on plans
to expand the collection of data and. to provide more com-
prehensive and detailed wealth statements and balance sheets to
complement the existing national economic accounts. We recognize
fully that not all the conceptual and statistical problems have been
solved, and that the wealth estimates which eventually emerge ob-
viously will not be perfect. But if we had waited for complete
answers to al.l questions, we still would not have the U.S. national
income and product accounts. These have proved to be an. indis-
1)ensa)ble tool for economic analysis and decisi.onrnaking. Yet the
original income and product estimates were constructed. from data
drawn from many sources and collected for other purposes. In many
areas they were fragmentary and uncertain. Improvements in data,
estimating techniques, and presentation have come with time and. expe-
rience, and further improvements are continually underway. Sys-
tematic planning for collection of data to serve as the basis for wealth
estimates will give Government statisticians one advantage over the
early national income estimators. We stress that a long period of
development lies aJie.ad before the requirements for all potential uses
can be met. But once the data base has been created, and continuing
wealth estimates become part of the economic accounts, we are con-
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vinced that they can and will be steadily improved to provide the
empirical basis for a major advance in economic understanding.

RAYMOND T. BOWMAN,
Bureau of the Budget

DANIEL H. BRILL,
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System

DANIEL CREAMER,
(Chairman), National Conference Board

EDWARD F. DENIs0N,
B rookings Institution
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Yale University
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PREFACE
The Wealth Inventory Planning Study was established by The

George Washington University in February 1963, under a grant from
the Ford Foundation. Briefly stated, its purpose has been to explore
the problems and possibilities of a meaningful national inventory of
wealth, and to develop guidelines for the collection of the requisite
data and preparation of finished estimates.

This preface is intended to describe briefly the background, genesis,
and organization of the study and to acknowledge the assistance of the
many persons who have contributed to the report. It is preceded by a
foreword written by the project Advisory Committee containmg its
general recommendations. The preface is followed by the summary
report by the staff, and the appendixes, which comprise the basic
background papers and the sector reports with recommenda-
tions of the various working groups set up to study the problems and
possibilities of wealth estimates in each of the major sectors of the
U.S. economy.

While this report is the final product of the Wealth Inventory Plan-
fling Study, it is only the first step toward a national inventory of
wealth. It may take the better part of a decade before the inventory
is completed—if it is tied into the existing Federal statistical system,
as contemplated. When completed, it is intended that the inventory
will make possible comprehensive and reasonably accurate continuing
balance sheet and wealth estimates as an integral part of our national
economic accounts.

BACKGROUND AND GENESIS OF THE STUDY

Ever since the beginnings of economics as an organized discipline,
economists have recognized the importance of the wealth as well as the
income of nations as an analytical concept, and have made sporadic
attempts to estimate its magnitude. In the development of official sta-
tistics, however, the estimation of national income and product has
taken precedence. Begun in 1932, U.s. national income estimates were
expanded in 1942 to comprise national product, and in 1947 an inte-
grated system of accounts was developed. A few other countries had
continuing official estimates of national income prior to World War
II, but afterward the number grew rapidly, and at the present time
over 80 countries provide national income and product estimates to the
Statistical Office of the United Nations.

Continuing balance sheet and wealth estimates have been much
slower to develop than the income and product estimates. The United
States had a census of wealth approximately every decade from 1850
to 1922, but it was on a quite aggregative basis with unknown complete-
ness of coverage, and with considerable ambiguity of valuation. After

xv
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it 'was dropped, individual investigators occasionally attempted esti-
mates of national wealth based on available fragmentary data. In the
late 1950's, in connection with its flow of funds estimates, the Federal
Reserve Board began to publish partial balance sheets, by sector. But
the data base was not strong enough to support comprehensive wealth.
estimates.

In 1955, Japan instituted a quinquennia,l wealth survey. In 1959,
the Soviet Union began a detailed inventory of its tangible assets in
both physical and value terms. Investigators in a number of other
countries have made occasional wealth estimates, but like those in
the United States, they have been based on partial data.

One reason for the prior development of regular national
product estimates has been the availability of more or less ade-

quate data, a byproduct of Census, Internal Revenue,.
Social Security, and other statistical programs. Equally important,
macroeconomic demand theory developed by J. M. Keynes and his
early followers in the 1930's placed chief emphasis on current flows of
income and expenditure. Keynes' conceptual development of the in-
come and product framework gave a strong impetus to its statistical
implementation to provide the tools for testing and refining theory, and
for policy formulation.

While there has not been an equally influential single body of theory
centered around asset or wealth variables, economic analysts have been
according an increased emphasis to the role of stocks. On the supply
side, there has been renewed interest in and further development of
the production function concept, and the role of capital in economic
growth and development. On the demand side, there is increasing
recognition of the importance of the size and composition of real wealth
and of financial assets, and the influence on demand of attempts to
adjust asset ratios to desired positions. In the report and in appendix
I, part A, there is detailed discussion of actual and potential uses of
wealth and balance sheet estimates in analysis, projections, and policy
determination.

GENESIS

The growing importance of stocks in economic theory, and the pa-
tential usefulness of wealth estimates and balance sheets as integral
parts of the national economic accounts, were reflected in the 1957 re-
port of the National Accounts Review Committee. This Committee
of experts was set up in late 1956 by the National Bureau of Economic
Research, at the request of the Office of Statistical Standards of the
Bureau of the Budget, to review the major questions in the field of'
national economic accounting and to prepare recommendations for im-
provements of the accounts as effective tools for economic analysis.
The relevant portion of the Committee's report follows:

The committee feels that as a part of a long-range program of improvement
and expansion of our system of national accounts the development of compre-
hensive and consistent national and sectoral balance sheets on a regular periodic
(if possible annual) basis should be taken in hand as soon as feasible.

The committee, however, recognizes that there are still so many unresolved'.
conceptual problems in this field and that the estimates are in many cases
necessarily still so rough that the next step should not be the immediate attempt
by a Government agency to develop balance sheets or even national wealth
statements. It seems to the committee that this is the field for a thorough study,
exploratory and experimental in part, possibly by one of our private research In- -
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Such a study wonid probably require an intensive effort over several
years. It might be expected to result in, first, the development of superior
methods of estimation and in improved actual estimates for many types of assets
and liabilities; and, secondly, in a concrete plan for the collection of data in
fields where only a Government agency is likely to secure the necessary infor-
mation. After such a preparatory study the time will probably have arrived for
one of the statistical agencies of the Federal Government to take over the prepa-
ration of periodic national and sectoral balance sheets as a regular feature,
Integrated, of course, with other parts of the national accounts.'

Although a number of the recommendations of the National Ac-
counts Review Committee were carried out in the next several years,
little progress was made toward planning for wealth and balance
sheet estimates. In 1961, the Census Advisory Committee of the
American Economic Association renewed the appeal for a study to
determine the feasibility and content of a wealth inventory.2

In the spring of 1962, the present staff director, John W. Ken-
drick, together with Raymond Goldsmith, Daniel Creamer, and.
Edward Denison, drafted a project proposal for an exp'oratory and
planning study for a possible wealth inventory. The advantages of
a Washington location were apparent, and the initiating group re-
ceived encouraging support, and from Thomas H. Car-
roll, president of The George Washington University. The proposal
was submitted to the F,ord Foundation in the summer of 1962.

The project proposal pointed to the need for, and potential uses of,
a wealth inventory, hut noted. the difficult conceptual and statistical
problems which made an exploratory study necessary. The desir-
ability of a nongovernmental project located in Washington was.
stressed in the following words:

The exploratory nature of the enterprise is the main reason for recommending
a study independent and outside of the Federal Government, but conducted in.
close contact and in cooperation with the relevant Federal agencies. It is the-
sort of preliminary work for which Cngress is to appropriate funds, and
other interested Government agencies do not have available "free funds" to
divert to this research and planning task.

Because of the need for liaison between the project committee members and
staff and Federal agency representatives, it seems appropriate that an organiza-
tion with headquarters in Washington such as The George Washington University
sponsor the preparatory study. The university department of economics will
be represented on the project committee.

The responsibility for the exploratory study and the formulation of a practical
plan for the conduct of the inventory will be centered in a small, full-time,
highly competent secretariat under the active guidance of the project commit-
tee of leading experts in the field of national wealth. The organizational plans.
also call for th'e use of a few subcommittees for particularly difficult or special-
ized sectors of the economy.

ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY

The director of the research staff of the study took office in February
1963. The first 2 months were devoted to reviewing available wealth
data estimates, planning procedures for the study, c.ho,osing an
visory Committee, and selecting the two staff associates and adminis-.
trative secretary provided for by the terms of the grant.

1 National Economic Accounts of the United States," pp. 256—257.
The members of this Committee when the recommendations were made were: Solomon

rabricant, Director of Research of NBER, Chairman; Morris A. Adelman; Prof. Harold
Barger; Edward F. Denison; Prof. Millard Hastay; Prof. Carl Kaysen; Prof. H. GreggLewis; Prof. John Llntner; Prof. Anthony Tang; Arthur M. Okun..

38—135—64—-—-2
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The Advisory Committee was set up for the purpose of reviewing
the staff work, providing guidance as needed, and preparing recom-
mendations its own based on the staff report. At the suggestion of
Ford Foundation officials, approximately half of the Advisory Com-
mittee was composed of representatives of the Federal statistical agen-
cies which would presumably be most heavily involved in a wealth
inventory; the other members were from experts in the wealth
field with academic and research backgrounds.

At its initial meeting on April 8, 1963, the Advisory Committee ap-
proved the staff director's plan of action, as described below. It also
decided that, while the members would review the staff report and offer
suggestions, the Committee should not assume responsibility for the
report. The views of the Advisory Committee were to be reflected in
its statement contained in the foreword. The project was planned to
last approximately 1 year, and a final meeting of the Advisory Com-
mittee, at which its recommendations were hammered out, was held on
April 24, 1964. At the initial meeting, and the two subsequent meetings
on October 28, 1963, and January 3, 1964, the Committee discussed
most of the major issues involved in the study.

In accordance with the staff plan, 14 sector working groups were
formed, composed of experts in the various fields, drawn from univer-
sities, industry, and government agencies. The working groups were
charged with the following responsibilities, which are reflected in the
contents of their reports: (1) definition of the sector and consideration
of actual and potential uses of wealth estimates for the sector; (2) re-
view of existing wealth data and estimates for the sector; (3) evalua-
tion of the data, and identification of the gaps; (4) recommendations
for strengthening and expanding the basic data and for preparation of
finished estimates.

A degree of direction and coordination of the activities of the work-
ing groups was achieved in several ways. Two sets of "guidelines"
and several background papers on key issues were prepared by the
staff for circulation to group members. Each staff associate served as
working secretary to three groups, and as a member of four others;
the staff director attended one or more meetings of each of the groups.
In December 1963, there was a meeting of group secretaries for discus-
sion of common problems and jurisdictional matters. Most of the
sector reports, in at least preliminary form, were completed by Febru-
ary 1964.

Background materials were assembled by group secretaries, and the
writing of the reports was their responsibility. Each secretary at-
tempted to express the consensus of his group as faithfully as possible,
and also to reflect possible minority views. Any member of a group
was free to append a statement clarifying or elaborating his views, if
he felt these had not been adequately represented in the final report.

The sector reports, which comprise appendix II, A to 0, are an im-
portant part of the total Wealth Study report. Although they are
summarized in the staff report, the reader must go to the sector state-
ments for detailed discussion and recommendations.

The 10 background papers and commentaries which comprise appen-
dix I, A to K, are also an important part of the study. Statements of
the actual and potential uses of wealth estimates by economists from
major organizations compose appendix I, part A.
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It was also considered important to review the U.S. experience, and
that of other countries, in conducting wealth inventories and preparing
estimates, in order to see what might be learned to the benefit of future
ciforts (app. I, B to E). Appendix I, part F contains an explanation
of the accounting framework for national and sector balance sheet and
wealth estimates, and their interrelationships with the income and
product accounts. The possibilities of obtaining capacity output data
in conjunction with asset data, which would enhance the usefulness of
a wealth inventory, are discussed in appendix I, part G. Various
aspects of the difficult conceptual and statistical problems involved in
valuation of assets are discussed in appendix I, H to K. The papers
on valuation and on capacity served as the basis for two lively symposia
held at the Wealth Study's conference room in November and Decem-
ber 1963.

Drawing on the sector reports and, background papers, the staff
wrote its summary report during the first quarter of 1964. In essence,
the staff report attempts to (1) deal with the major conceptual and
statistical problems of a wealth inventory as they cut across sector and
industry lines based on the background papers, other materials, and
discussions by the staff with members of the Advisory Committee,
working groups, and others; summarize the available wealth data
and estimates and required extensions to provide a comprehensive na-
tional stocktaking, based on the sector reports; (3) provide guidelines
for wealth data collection and the subsequent process of estimation
within a national accounting framework.

The Advisory Committee foreword contains the general recommen-
dations that emerged from committee discussions, backed up by the
staff report and the other materials developed by the staff during the
course of the study. The recommendations express the consensus
of the committee, but individual members were free to prepare sup-
plemental statements on issues about which they were not in substan-
tial accord. None chose to do so.

It is hoped that the present report, in its delineation and suggested
solutions of major problems, offers a sufficiently clear plan for further
steps that it may effectively spark the eventual attainment of the
basic objectives. Each year our economy becomes more complex, and
continued expansion of our economic intelligence is essential if econ-
omists are to be able to do the necessary analytical work as back-
ground for sound policy formation. We would be shirking our obliga-
tion to the future if we did not now seek to lay the groundwork for
national and sector stock estimates to accompany the national income
and product statistics. Just as the flow data now seem indispensible,
so will wealth estimates and balance sheets once they are available and
have become a part of the analytical toolkit that has made economics
an effective instrument of policy.
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The moving spirit behind the project proposal was Prof. Raymondi
Goldsmith, of Yale University. Although he has succeeded in pre-
paring useful balance sheets and wealth estimates for the
United. States for selected years, he has been the first to stress the need
for better and more extensive basic data to make possible more reliable
and detailed estimates. He has also advocated eventual regular official
estimates of sectoral and national balance sheets. Professor Gold-
smith succeeded in interesting the present staff director in the project,
and he provided moral support in the early days before a staff was
assembled, as well as later. Dr. Raymond Bowman, Assistant Di-
rector for Statistical Standards, Bureau of the Budget, and Dr. Milton
Moss of the same Office who was Dr. Bowman's chief liaison man with
the Wealth Study, also provided early support.

The encouragement of President Thomas Carroll has already been
mentioned; his support was unflagging throughout the study. At
the university, appreciation is also due to Dean B. D. Van Evera and
his associates in the Office for Sponsored Research, who handled ad-
ministrative aspects of the project. Miss Jane Lingo advised on
public relations.

The role of the Advisory Committee has been vital. The several
meetings during which they provided a sounding board and furnished
specific advice to the staff have been noted above. The wisdom of
their recommendations is plain for all to see in the foreword. The
membership of the Advisory Committee is given there, but special
mention should be made of Daniel Creamer., who served as chairman
and took an especial interest in following the month-to-month work
of the study, and Edward Denison, who prepared the initial draft of
the foreword. Each member of the committee reviewed intensively at
least one appendix and one major section of the report, as well as read-
ing the report generally. This not only served as background for
formulation of recommendations but also resulted in constructive sug-
gestions to staff members. While not a member of the Advisory Com-
mittee, Murray Dessel of the Census Bureau also read the entire report
and suggested many worthwhile revisions.

Special thanks are also due to the more than 150 persons who served
as members of the sector working groups or who prepared background
papers for the study. All participants are named at the beginning of
the various appendixes. Each of the working groups met at least two
or three times, and in addition all members of each group reviewed
their report at various stages of preparation and many offered sug-
gestions. Especial gratitude is due to the working secretaries eight
of whom came from outside the staff, who prepared materials and
wrote their groups' reports. Some groups also had chairmen, on
whom additional responsibility fell. The authors of the background
papers have all made significant contributions, and in some cases
had to defend their papers at discussion sessions organized by the staff.
The outside secretaries and authors of background papers are listed
on the title page of the report as consultants.

In view of the large number of people who participated in the
•Wealth Study, perhaps it is not unreasonable to claim that one of its
contributions has been to involve these people, some of whom may well
participate in later stages of the development of wealth data and
estimates, in thinking about the conceptual and statistical
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iFor the time and thought they gave, we are grateful. We
are also grateful to the Government agencies, private companies, uni-
versities, and other institutions who felt the study was important
enough that they were willing to release the time of the participants

in many cases, to cover their travel expenses.
Now I come to my staff; without their dedication to our common

the study could not have been completed in such a relatively
time. David Hyams and Joel Popkin each prepared. three sector

reports, performed liaison with four other sector working groups, and
together summarized most of the group reports in chapters 9, 10, and
11. Mr. Popkin also helped the director prepare parts of several other

•chapt.ers. The intelligence and industry with which both performed
their assignments were an important element in the final product

the study.
.Courtney Knauth and Barbara-Ann Hoyler served ably as adminis-

secretaries of the study, from March through July 1963, and
from August 1963 to June 1964, respectively. Mrs. Knauth was help-
iul in getting the rather complex organization of the study into

Mrs. Hoyler effectively performed the administrative and
secretarial work in carrying it forward and getting out the completed
report. Just as important, both contributed greatly to a happy

environment at the Wealth Study offices. Paulette Brom-
bart, Judith Nevins, and Paula Metzl, served ably as typists for the
report.

Finally1 we are grateful to all those who are interested in this report
its implementation. Certainly, the expansion and. improvement

economic statistics are prerequisite to improvement in the quality
:analysis and decisionmaking. It is our belief that the

most Importaut single field in which improvements are needed is

JOHN W. KENDEICK,
Staff Director.
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